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After you finish the engineering on a project and it goes out the door, what 
happens to it?  Who is responsible?  How will it perform versus the engineering 

assumptions? 
 

Over the years, the reality of what gets engineered versus what gets constructed has become more 
concerning.  Performing site visits to observe construction configuration and specifics of the contractor’s 
interpretations of the permitted drawings has been, to say the least, enlightening.  My most significant 
experiences have been in California where the majority of the engineering effort is to reduce the seismic 
hazard of timber-framed buildings, and you would think the builders knowing this would try to provide 
the intent of the Structural Engineer.  Builders will generally point to the successful inspection by the 
governing agencies as a testament to the quality of their work. However, in loading conditions other 
than gravity, short comings of the construction are not immediately obvious. 

 
My experiences in the investigation of the as-built conditions of buildings have also contributed to 

these types of observations.  Just what is the point?  My conversation with some Structural Engineering 
professionals as well as builders and their framing subcontractors has revealed there is an amount of 
“flexibility” in the construction that I am not sure has been included in both the code development and 
the engineering assumptions made by the structural designer.  For example, a timber sheathing with nail 
fasteners to the framing: first of all what is the tolerance for the fastener spacing and the fastener size?  
I have been told that the fact that there is nailing is a compliant result. 

 
For years the building code defined a 10d common nail as 0.148 inches in diameter and 3 inches long, 

and that definition occurred in one location in the code.  In the shear panel table of the code, the 
minimum penetration was and is listed for each of the nail specifications, which leads many to conclude 
that the length of the nail in 3/8 inch thick sheathing is the 1-5/8 inches of minimum nail penetration 
plus the 3/8 of an inch sheathing thickness to be 2 inches long, even though the code specifically notes 3 
inches in length.  This “flexibility” is further supported by the fact that nail manufacturers make 10d 
common nails as well as other types in length increments of 1/4 of an inch and in some cases 1/8 of an 
inch.  The agency inspection typically does not pick up the incorrect nail sizes used, whether it is size or 
fastener diameter or length. 

 
Current editions of the building code now include a diameter and length specification of nail 

fasteners almost every time it is mentioned.  So how could this still be in question?  Structural 



Engineering professionals use the history of the “flexibility” as a justification for the current 
interpretations that allow for what clearly is a misinterpretation.  What is the impact of varying 
interpretations of code requirements?  To understand this impact it would appear to be prudent to 
know the source and intent of the code requirement.  What is the source and intent of specific shear 
panel capacities for the different sheathing thicknesses, nail sizes and spacings? 

 
What are the nailing capacities for different connections and where does it come from?  One can use 

the AWC NDS expressions to calculate the nailed capacity of timber shear panels.  I encourage everyone 
to go through this exercise, and when you do you will see that the numbers you generate are not those 
in the code tables.  How can this be?  Then where do the table values come from?   

 
As with many construction materials and types that are used, testing the components and 

configurations is the basis of allowable requirements in the building code.  After the 1994 Northridge 
earthquake, the City of Los Angeles passed ordnances that required certain building types to be 
investigated and retrofit if necessary.  There were committees established that were also populated by 
building department members as well with Structural Engineers Association of Southern California 
(SEAOSC) members who examined many facets of building types subjected to the earthquake and the 
resultant performance.  One specific item examined with a dedicated committee was the performance 
of timber sheathed shearwalls subjected to cyclic loading.   

 
The City required cyclic testing of components going forward when used in the City of Los Angeles.  

Much of this required testing was to confirm the component’s ability to provide a factor of safety that 
resulted from static testing.  Many hardware and component manufacturers scrambled to test and 
provide testing documentation; some were required to revise manufacturing or installation guidelines.  
One specific committee was directed to cyclically test timber sheathed shearwall assemblies to confirm 
and document performance and failure modes.  This requirement was quickly included in the Evaluation 
Service criteria for affected components. 

 
The results of the testing can be found on the internet; the full report to the City of Los Angeles on 

the COLA-UCI can be found on their webpage. The link is below, and this testing specifically used ASTM F 
1667 descriptions of common nails, which uses the length of 10d common nails as 3 inches long.  There 
is another reference that includes discussion of a shorter than specified nail length, but it was one test 
and showed lower values and recommended further testing.  Shearwall behavior was observed during 
the testing with specific notice to the nails, and nails were observed to be withdrawing along with the 
typical “shear” force resistance.  Nails withdrawing during the loading along with the shear resisting 
leads me to believe that a shorter nail would have a reduced capacity when compared to the ASTM 
length specification nail. 

 
 http://www.icclabc.org/uploads/2001-12_COLA-UCI_Shear_Wall_Test_Report.pdf  
 
All the testing aside, the building code specifies nail diameters and lengths and a number of 

professional Structural Engineers accepting and excusing non-code conforming nail size and spacing in 
construction.  This extends to litigation where not only the spacing of the nails but the size of the nails is 
excused because of the factor of safety used in these materials.  Load capacities do have these factors, 
but stiffness is not one of them.  Certainly, fabrication variances need to be considered for nail spacing, 
but I would think a craftsman would be able to get nailing within a 1/4 of an inch to 3/8 of an inches 
average spacing of the specified over a 24-inch length of nails, but when an apple is specified, I do not 
expect that a pear be used even though I do like pears.   

 
Many builders and engineering professionals also excuse closer nailing than specified as acceptable 

because it provides greater capacity, neglecting any affect that closer spacing has on the stiffness of the 

http://www.icclabc.org/uploads/2001-12_COLA-UCI_Shear_Wall_Test_Report.pdf


wall and how it will affect the load distribution throughout the building.  Short nails get excused because 
they seem to meet criteria that were not included in the testing that provided building code 
requirements for cyclic loadings.  I am fairly certain that the position of builders and framing 
subcontractors is that any errors or mistakes they make are usually apparent immediately because they 
are very familiar with construction to resisting gravity loads.  The distress due to gravity loads will occur 
during their construction and distress due to lateral loads occurs sometime in the future, if at all.   

 
So what does this say about the Structural Engineering profession, where individuals can not only 

accept, but even excuse, non-conformance with building code requirements, due to the general lack of 
understanding? If excusing professionals are aware of this misinterpretation, what does that say about 
them, and if they are not, what does that, then, say about them?   

 
Many of us spend countless hours in building code development and can appreciate and understand 

the subject and all I can say is that there are those who don’t and do not appear to care.  Investigation 
after the 1994 Northridge earthquake discovered that in certain applications small differences in what is 
provided versus what is required can make a substantial difference, and this has also been found in 
other types of loading cases such as snow, wind and foundation movement and not seen in gravity 
design.  What this finally ends up as is a question as to the capacity of the existing configuration in an 
attempt to determine if there is sufficient capacity to call it good.  I have seen some attempts to 
determine this but generally become a case of “it is OK because I say so” and those left to judge do not 
understand that there is no basis for this position other than it has yet to fall down.   

 
I have found that the general public really does not understand what affects a building and what 

doesn’t.  Their experience every day with buildings is that they are hard when you hit your head against 
them.  With this being the case “how can what I am doing affect or damage a building.”  The differences 
between loading cases is not easily understood by those not trained to see the difference.  When 
inquired as to the existing capacity versus the anticipated demand, the obvious response is that the 
professional has not tested every combination or permutation of incorrect installations of components 
to determine their capacity for all those who do not conform with the code requirements for whatever 
reason.  That is why the building code exists, to establish the minimum criteria for the construction so 
that testing is not needed.   

 
Currently, many of us in California are working to encourage and assist in the development of retrofit 

standards and ordnances to increase the safety of certain types of buildings that we know are a hazard 
and have proven it in the past.  Resistance to this in the past came from building owners, but, currently, 
there is a confluence forces apparently going to make it happen.  So what does it say about our 
profession when one portion is willing to accept below code required construction while others are 
working to advance code compliant construction? In my opinion, it makes it hard for others to see us as 
a profession. 

 


